Chemical proteomics-based drug design: target and antitarget fishing with a catechol-rhodanine privileged scaffold for NAD(P)(H) binding proteins.
Drugs typically exert their desired and undesired biological effects by virtue of binding interactions with protein target(s) and antitarget(s), respectively. Strategies are therefore needed to efficiently manipulate and monitor cross-target binding profiles (e.g., imatinib and isoniazid) as an integrated part of the drug design process. Herein we present such a strategy, which reverses the target --> lead rational drug design paradigm. Enabling this approach is a catechol-rhodanine privileged scaffold for dehydrogenases, which is easily tuned for affinity and specificity toward desired targets. This scaffold crosses bacterial (E. coli) cell walls, and proteome-wide studies demonstrate it does indeed bind to and identify NAD(P)(H)-binding proteins that are potential drug targets in Mycobacterium tuberculosis and antitargets (or targets) in human liver. This approach to drug discovery addresses key difficulties earlier in the process by only pursuing targets for which a chemical lead and optimization strategy are available, to permit rapid tuning of target/antitarget binding profiles.